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JULY 2021 
Summer has well and truly arrived with scorching 
temperatures. … Sunny evenings on the RWYC 
Barbican have been enhanced by the erection of two 
large parasols (pictured right) 

This month’s bulletin is a bumper edition with Geoff 
Hilditch’s ‘Scilly Adventures’ and an update from 
Graeme (the Steward) regarding the latest COVID 
regulations. 

Enjoy! 

RWYC 2021 Scilly Adventures from Geoff Hilditch

The change of my working practices to a more flexible basis from the Spring of 2021 meant I 
had been thinking about a trip of longer duration than has been possible in the past and, having 
been down to the Scillies once before with Dave Majski in “Simo”, his previous boat, back in 
2015 had the seed of a plan to sail down there single handed again this summer. I’ve had all the 
charts and pilots books for a few years and they had been well and truly gazed at longingly 
during winters and the COVID lockdowns! 

Dave phoned me on, I think, the 3rd January to announce that he and Bethan were to be 
married down on St Mary’s on the 11th June and asking if I would be a witness at the Registry 
Office. This was the “spur” I needed to crystalize my plan and I told him that, weather permitting, 
I would do my level best to get there in time!

Most of the other RWYC boats had left by the time I got on board Aslan to stock her up with 
provisions, water, and, importantly as it was to turn out, fuel (38L in cans in addition to the 68L in 
her tank) on Friday morning the 28th May. I left my berth on the wall in the river at HW for the 
short trip over to Pilots Cove for the night – as was to become the pattern for a lot of the trip 
there was little wind to speak of.
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I set off South at lunchtime on Saturday 29/5 in a flat calm and motored down the Lleyn – it was 
so calm I even managed to service 2 halyard winches on the way down. The night was spent at 
anchor in the bay off Aberdaron.

Up bright and early at 0545 on 
Sunday 30/5, I witnessed a 
beautiful sunrise and set off 
under motor at 0615 with the 
plan to anchor off Abercastle a 
few miles South of Strumble 
Head in Pembrokeshire (as 
the forecast was for a light 
Easterly wind, perfect for 
there). There was again little 
wind to speak of, so it turned 
into a long day of motoring, 
with a strong tide against us 
(2-2.5kn) for a few hours. 

Approaching Strumble Head a breeze filled in from the NW, the worst direction for Abercastle, 
so I unfurled Aslan’s full genoa to take advantage of it, still with the engine running and checked 
tide times for Ramsey Sound – the stream would turn N there at about 1830 so I reckoned I 
could just about make it through by then. 

We passed St David’s Head with 2kn of tide still under us and we were through and out the 
other end of the Sound by 1840 and 
on course for Solva, where I 
reckoned there would be enough 
water to get in and alongside the 
quay there at about 2000. This went 
to plan and we were tied up 
alongside the wall by 2015 after a 
passage of 68.9nm and 14-1/4 
hours of motoring. The peace was 
bliss once the engine was turned off 
and the couple of beers went down 
well sitting in the cockpit admiring 
the view in this delightful little “fjord 
like” spot!

I decided to press on to Milford Haven on Bank Holiday Monday 31/5 as the forecast from 
Tuesday was for some quite fresh Easterlies together with heavy showers. I checked the timings 
for Jack Sound and, with HW Milford being 1043, calculated that the slack period would be 
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about 1330.  I also spoke with Milford marina and booked a berth for 3 nights. I tied in 1 reef in 
the main before leaving and Aslan left her berth at 1130 – once out past Green Scar I enjoyed a 
cracking close reach across to Jack Sound averaging about 6.7kn through the water and, for 
once, without the need for the “donk”. The wind dropped to nothing at Jack Sound so I furled the 
genoa and motored through against the last of the N going tide. Once through the Sound the 
wind returned and was soon 18-20kn from the SE – bang on the nose so I pulled down the 2nd 
reef and tacked in and out for an hour before giving up, furling the jib and “power tacking” under 
the double reefed main and donk up to and past St Anne’s Head and into the Haven. I locked in 
to the marina at 1645 and Aslan was on her berth by 1735.
The next 2 days were quite windy but sunny and hot and I spent the time doing jobs aboard, 
refuelling etc. – all in all quite pleasant, apart from carrying 22L of diesel from the Tesco garage 
about ½ mile away!

I booked a lock out at 0609 (very precise!) on Thursday morning 3/6 with the plan to take the 
last of the ebb to the mouth of the Haven (LW 0745) and then the flood up the Bristol Channel to 
Lundy Island for the night. The wind was forecast to be SSW 3/4 gradually veering SW by early 
afternoon and falling light overnight so perfect for the anchorage at Lundy. As it turned out the 
wind was still blowing SSE 4-5 as I set course inside the Turbot Bank and to leave St Gowan 
Shoal cardinal buoy to port – it was a quite unpleasant trip – choppy, blowy and raining on and 
off as I plodded on with 1 reef in and the donk doing most of the work – I needed to try to get to 
Lundy before the ebb was running (HW there being 1320). Once past St Gowan Shoal the wind 
gradually eased a little and veered and I was soon enjoying a cracking sail under reefed main 
and the genoa with a few rolls to start with, later let out and with “Sophie” my Sea Feather wind 
vane steering a perfect course. The first rough part of the trip made me a little late arriving at 
Lundy but the ebb hadn’t started to run much by the time I rounded the N end of the island and 
fell under the lee of the island. I dropped anchor in 6.5M on sand in Landing Bay and watched 
the anchor set in the crystal clear water – Aslan had the anchorage to herself once the 
“Oldenburg” (the supply ship and passenger ferry, that visits the island a few times a week) had 
left the landing stage. I blew up my dingy, rowed ashore and walked up the steep path to the 
plateau on the top of the island and had a couple of pints in the Marisco Tavern. 
Lundy is a wonderful, unique place – it has shades of “The Wicker Man” but I thoroughly 
recommend it and I’d have liked to spend a 
couple of days there walking the length of 
the island and exploring. As it was time was 
marching on, so I was up at 0500 to see the 
sunrise again on Friday morning 4/6 ready 
to leave at 0520 and head for Padstow, 
about 39nm away, where HW was at 1412. 
Half ebb was 0530 and, seeing as there 
was once again no wind to speak of, the 
overfalls off the SW corner of the island 
were quite lumpy so I really dread to think 
what it would be like there with a W gale 
blowing against a Spring ebb!
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I’d had “fun” dodging lobster/crab pots more or less the whole way down since leaving 
Caernarfon and they appeared in increasing numbers as I approached Padstow, often a number 
of miles out to sea. 
I spoke to the HM at Padstow and was allocated an easy berth to come onto singlehanded and 
was safely tied up on ladder 20 by 1345. Padstow was packed with tourists but, strangely, the 
harbour was relatively empty – the facilities for visiting yachtsmen are very good and the 
harbour staff friendly and helpful and the cost very moderate. I spent 2 nights there, Saturday 
being a pretty drizzly sort of day but things brightened up on Sunday. The tide took a long time 
to make on Sunday afternoon, neaps and high pressure, so the gate opening was delayed a 
little and my departure to head South to St Ives was later than I’d hoped at 1430. Yet again 
there was next to no wind so the donk was called on again for the whole 32.7nm down to St 
Ives, where I dropped anchor at 2100 off Porthminster beach, further to the East than where the 
RW “flotilla” had been made to feel less than welcome by local trip and angling party boats a 
week or so earlier. 

As if on cue there was an impressive 
firework display over part of the town 
as it went dark – I don’t think it was to 
celebrate my arrival!

It was a nice calm night, unlike when 
the RW flotilla had stopped there, and 
I slept well but tide times meant 
another early start and I was up at 
0530 to witness another sunrise and 
set off for my final leg to the Scillies at 
0600. 

Once out of St Ives bay there was a light breeze of about 8kn but it was from the SW, so exactly 
on the nose for the passage down past Lands End so I hoisted the main and plodded on with 
the donk doing all the work yet again. Considering the lack of wind for quite some days there 
was quite a swell running from the West and it made spotting the not inconsiderable number of 
pot buoys quite difficult until very close to them and I had a number of narrow escapes – at least 
Aslan had the tide under her and we were making good progress. We entered the N bound lane 
of the TSS off Lands End at 0845 and I made a slight course alteration to pass through at 90 
degrees – there were a number of ships in the lanes, the closest being a big and very ugly 
cruise ship which passed about ½ mile ahead. We were past the S bound lane by 1030 and I 
had an hour or so under full sail but progress was slow so the genoa was furled and the donk 
took over again! It was irritatingly slow progress towards the Scillies, which I first sighted about 
1230, as there was quite a tide against, so the last 10nm or so seemed to take an eternity (my 
legendary patience or lack thereof probably to blame!). By 1500 I was between Round Island 
and Men A Vaur so I dropped the main, flaked out a suitable length of chain on deck, and 
headed for the entrance to Old Grimsby Sound and it’s many rocks, both submerged and 
showing. As I approached the other 8 boats of the RW flotilla they all blew their horns to give me 
a great welcome which was really appreciated – it almost brought a tear to my eye! 
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Once safely anchored and 
washed/shaved Dave Majski 
kindly came over in his dingy 
and we adjourned ashore to 
meet up with most other crews 
for a couple of beers in the 
garden of the New Inn on 
Tresco. Dave had cooked a hot 
curry for him and me back on 
Crwydr (most others went for a 
“posh” meal ashore) - I was 
back on board by 2130 and 
slept like a log that night. 

The last passage from St Ives had been 45nm, bringing the total since I left Caernarfon to 
346.1nm – I’d enjoyed most of it but the engine (and Raymarine ST2000) had done most of the 
work – 54-1/2 engine hours – as I said to people in the New Inn all I’d really done was sit there, 
press the buttons on the tiller pilot every now and then, drink gallons of tea and keep a look out 
for pots!

I had my first lie in of the trip on 
Tuesday morning (well, if 0830 
counts as a lie in!) and enjoyed a 
nice walk on Tresco in lovely 
weather before most of the RW 
boats set off around 2pm for the 
short passage across the shallows 
to the visitor moorings in the main 
harbour at St Marys (we went good 
and early to ensure getting 
moorings well in advance of the 
wedding coming up on Friday). 
Ocean Hobo and Blue Note opted 
to anchor in Port Cressa instead.

Despite the wind being relatively light and from the SSW (never more than 12kn) it was quite 
roly poly on the visitor moorings so I would not like to be there in strong or worse winds from the 
NW!

Wednesday and Thursday were foggy, damp and drizzly but the weather didn’t dampen the 
enthusiasm for Dave’s stag party on the Wednesday afternoon in the Atlantic Hotel. The staff 
looked after us very well. We were sensibly behaved and (more or less) sober when we left. … 
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Could that be due to the average age of the attendees probably being near 3 score years and 
ten?
Crwydr and Aslan moved to a drying berth on the Harbour wall on Thursday afternoon (both are 
twin keel so can dry out) and it was nice and calm there and saved dingy work getting ashore. I 
understand Wally the walrus has since taken up residence on the dingy pontoon right next to 
where we were.

Wedding Day Friday 11/6 started off foggy and a little 
damp but it soon improved a little and I enjoyed a nice 
walk to the other side of the island and back around 
the coast past the Garrison during the morning before 
getting ready for the wedding and my witness duties 
(which had mysteriously morphed into best man 
duties! ). I won’t go into details about the wedding as I 
know Bethan is doing something separate but will just 
say that everything went off really well, the happy 
couple looked fantastic and the staff at Juliette’s 
Garden restaurant treated us wonderfully.

HW on Saturday morning 12/6 was at 0648 so Aslan 
and Crwydr set off at 0845 for the short trip back to 
Old Grimsby passing the shallows in the approach 
from St Marys before half ebb – the other boats at St 
Marys had left earlier as they need more water being 
fin keelers. We anchored in similar positions to earlier 
in the week and I had a lovely walk up to the 2 castles 
on the west side of Tresco overlooking New Grimsby 
Sound in warm sunshine before meeting up with some 
others at the New Inn at 4pm.

That evening we had a great beach BBQ on the lovely 
white beach overlooking our anchorage – just like the 
Caribbean, but on our doorsteps! 
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There was a wonderful sunset that night. …

Sunday morning dawned bright and sunny 
with not a cloud in the sky and 3 of the boats 
moved through the narrow and winding 
channel through the rocks South of St 
Helens Pool and Tean to anchor off St 
Martins. Crwydr and Aslan anchored on the 
sandy “ledge” called the Neck of the Pool 
and dried out at around half tide. St Martins 
is a real gem – crystal clear water, white 
sand and just beautiful – the Seven Stones 
Pub isn’t bad either and has a wonderful view – we met up there for lunch with the crews from a 
few of the RW boats.

Monday 14/6 was to be my and Pyewacket’s last day in the Scillies before setting off back on 
our way back up North – the weather was a little gloomy perhaps to match our spirits at the 
thought of having to soon 
leave “paradise”. I had a 
enjoyed a nice walk around 
the Southern half of St 
Martins and the crews from 
Crwydr, Pyewacket, Aslan 
and the motor yacht Zambuca 
which is based at Felinheli 
and we’d met earlier in the trip 
had a final drink together 
outside the Seven Stones at 
1700.
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Tuesday 15/6 was another early start for me and another sunrise witnessed as I weighed 
anchor at 0530 and left through Tean Sound with the sun rising above White Island off St 
Martins. Yet again (there’s definitely a pattern developing here) there was no wind so the donk 
had a long day’s work ahead on the passage up to Padstow. Despite the lack of wind there was 
still a sizeable swell on the port quarter which made things tiring and the tide between the TSS 
and close to Newquay was against so made it a long trip – occasionally a light breeze sprung up 
allowing me to unfurl the genoa to assist and, as much as anything, to ease the rolling a little but 
it always fell light again after 20 minutes or so and started flapping uselessly so had to be furled 
away. I did not want to have to go into Padstow again as I wanted to get straight away early on 
Wednesday morning to cross the Bristol Channel to Dale before the forecast Northerly winds set 
in (which they did, for the best part of 2 weeks with only an occasional brief let up) so intended 
to anchor for the night in Polventon Cove by the Padstow RNLI station just around Trevose 
Head however, when I looked in there at 1945, the swell coming round Trevose Head was 
finding its way in there and it did not look like it made for a comfortable night so I carried on 
resigned to the fact that I’d have to go up the River Camel towards Padstow after all. As it 
turned out once round Stepper Point the sea was smooth so I dropped anchor there close 
offshore from the infamous “Doom Bar” and had a pretty decent, if short, sleep after a marathon 
15-1/4 hours motoring and 70.2nm.

I was up at 0430 the next morning (but no sunrise seen as it was completely overcast with a 
very light S’ly breeze of about 5-6 knots). I weighed anchor at 0515, set the main and yet again 
set off under the donk on a course for just to the West of St Anne’s Head at the entrance to 
Milford Haven – with the wind forecast to veer NW by late afternoon I wanted to get some 
Westing in my course so as not to end the passage with the wind and tide bang on the nose! By 
1000 the wind had freshened to a SSW3- 4 and I was, at last, under full sail with “Sophie” Sea 
Feather steering. The wind continued to rise to I decided to drop the main and continue under 
full genoa only on a broad reach as I know that Aslan sails very well with this set up and that 
“Sophie” copes very well that way too. We tramped along for a couple of hours averaging 6 
knots through the water. At 1245 and within the space of a couple of minutes the wind fell light 
and veered to the West at just 5/6 knots so the sail was over and it was back to the donk. I was 
glad for the Westing we’d made as by 1700 the wind had veered to NW, but we were making 
reasonable progress under full sail and with the engine at low revs. By 1900, as we were 
approaching the Turbot Bank cardinal buoy, the wind had fallen to 4 knots, so we completed the 
passage under motor, dropping at the N end of Dale bay at 2040 having said hello to the crews 
of Pyewacket and Splinters Apprentice who had arrived earlier after direct passages up from the 
Scillies. It had been a long day, 72.4nm & just over 15 hours with 12 of them motoring yet again!

The forecast fresh Northerly had arrived by Thursday morning and it was blowing NNW5 for the 
3 RW boats’ short trip up to Milford marina, where we entered during the “free flow” period and 
were on our allocated berths by 1100. We spent a couple of pleasant nights in the marina and, 
with a period of fresh E and N winds forecast, decided to move further up the Cleddau to 
Lawrenny Yacht Station on Saturday 19/6 – we phoned and booked moorings up there for 3 
nights and left our berths shortly after 1130 to pass out of the lock during free flow and make our 
way the 7 miles or so up to Lawrenny. Once under the Cleddau road bridge the scenery 
changes from the industrial oil terminal type of landscape to something much more pleasant – 
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similar to part of the Menai Straits and the River Fal etc. It was nice and sheltered at Lawrenny 
and very peaceful, with the benefit of the pub and café ashore plus toilet and shower facilities on 
the caravan site for the use of mooring holders.

On Sunday afternoon I took Aslan further up the Cleddau as far as Landshipping Quay which is 
more or less as far as it’s possible to go in a keel boat – really lovely and peaceful up there!

Rob and Sue on Okavango joined us at Lawrenny on Monday afternoon – they had left the 
Scillies a day or two after us and spent nights at St Ives, Padstow waiting for a break in the 
N’lies before crossing to Dale and all the crews met on board Splinters Apprentice for drinks and 
nibbles at 1700.

We all left at 0830 on Tuesday morning 22/6 and enjoyed a gentle sail down to Dale where 
Pyewacket, Okavango and Aslan tied up on the pontoon in the middle of the bay later in the 
morning. Splinters Apprentice anchored near some ocean voyaging friends they’d agreed to 
meet up with. Fi cooked those of us on the pontoon a meal that evening and very nice it was 
too!
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We had decided to set off from Dale at around 1100 on Wednesday morning to pass through 
Jack Sound against the last of the South going tide and then be at Ramsey Sound for the start 
of the North going tide. All went to plan until Aslan was approaching the South end of Gateholm 
Island keeping out of the tide in the back eddy in the bay there – I saw an orange pot marker 
buoy on the starboard bow ahead so altered course to port and gave it at least 25m clearance 
when there was a rattling underneath and I has held firm. Aslan swung stern to the breeze 
(luckily quite light) and tide but I still had a job pulling down the main. I managed to get a line 
under the rope and pull it up which was definitely not easy and cut through it with a big carving 
knife but was still held firm and drifting perilously close to 2 drying rocks off Gateholm (less than 
80m away!) – the other RW boats stood by and managed to attract the attention of a catamaran 
fishing boat nearby who came over to render assistance – initially he took my rope and towed 
Aslan away from the rocks and then we cut the other end of pot rope (horrible, hard 15mm 
diameter stuff) but it was firm around something under the boat so I accepted his offer to tow me 
back to Dale and to dry out on the next low tide that night to go under the boat to cut the rope 
away and check for damage. The tow back took just over an hour and the fishing boat left me at 
the end of the pontoon that is attached to the land. The skipper swore that the pot was not his 
and said he had radioed the offender and “rollicked” (polite version!) him for not putting a weight 
on such a long floating line. As the tide made I pulled Aslan further up the pontoon – HW was 
just before 1800 so I had to wait until about 2100 for the tide to ebb and get under the boat. The 
rope had been platted and was thicker than my wrist – it was around the prop but came away 
relatively easily to reveal no damage to the Featherstream prop, the P bracket or the shaft – I 
had got off lightly! There is no way on Earth that my 3 blade Ambassador Stripper rope cutter 
could have cut through that! Next morning I moved off the pontoon and picked up a mooring to 
wait for a few hours to resume my trip North – the weather forecast was that Thursday 24/6 was 
going to be the last day for a while with light favourable winds before fresh to strong N’lies set 
in. I cast off just before noon, managed to avoid a repeat entanglement saga off Gateholm 
Island and had a pleasant trip through Jack Sound against the last of the weakening South 
bound stream and across the mouth of St Brides Bay to Ramsey Sound with full sail set and the 
engine on at low revs passing the Bitches in Ramsey Sound dead on slack. By the time I was 
round St Davids Head the wind died to nothing so the rest of the passage to Fishguard was 
under donk. The tide was really strong as I rounded Strumble Head at 10.5kn SOG (5kn through 
the water) – I kept a little way out so as to avoid the back eddy and was able to go straight into 
lower Fishguard harbour and tie up at the root of the short breakwater quay there having spoken 
to Paul, the friendly and helpful HM there earlier in the day. I reversed onto the berth so as to be 
facing into the expected surge around the end of the 
quay when the N’ly F5-6 arrived the next day. Once all 
secure I walked up the quay to the Ship Inn – what a 
great little pub it is – one of the friendliest I’ve ever been 
in (and, yes, there have been a few!) so I was in there 4 
evenings running while waiting for the strong N’lies, 
which coincided with spring tides, to abate. A bit of a 
surge came around the end of the wall, but not anywhere 
near as much as I feared and, apart from a bit of 
bumping and banging as she took the ground and floated 
off next tide, Aslan was quite secure in that spot.
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The forecast for Monday 28/6 showed a bit of a lull in the strength of the N’lies with the chance 
of the wind veering NE so, after peering over the breakwater wall at 0745 and seeing it looking 
reasonably calm, compared to the previous 3 days, I set off at 0845 heading for Aberdaron, 
about 48nm away more or less due North. I tied a reef in the main and, with the good old donk 
at cruising revs I could just about lay the required course. The seas grew from reasonably calm 
to a short chop and the wind steadily increased during the morning to 17/18kn and showed no 
sign of veering so I pulled down the 2nd reef and decided to bear off to starboard and head for 
Pwllheli marina at 1400. By the time we were approaching the Tudwall Islands the wind had all 
but died to nothing – I spoke to another yacht anchored at Aberdaron on the VHF radio who said 
that it was gusting 25kn there so I was glad that I’d opted for Pwllheli! I was safely on my berth 
by 2130 after another quite tiring day. The next morning a 44’ deck saloon yacht was towed in 
and put on the berth behind Aslan having caught a rope round her prop near the Tudwall Islands 
in the middle of the night – at least they recovered a pot complete with some crabs so had more 
to show for it than I did from my entanglement!

I had the best sail of the whole trip on Tuesday afternoon 29/6 from Pwllheli to Aberdaron in a 
gusty N’ly, occasionally seeing up to 7.2kn through the water and averaging just over 6 for the 
passage and dropped anchor at 1830 in the bay off the village.

LW slack at Bardsey Sound was about 0900 on Wednesday morning 30/6 (going on my rule of 
thumb of 30 mins before LW Holyhead) so I weighed anchor at 0800 and set off using the 
“young flood” back eddy that sweeps round the bay, inshore of Careg Ddu and continues to the 
Braich Y Pwll headland at the SW tip of the Lleyn figuring that it was best to be there a little 
early against the last of the ebb as the wind was still blowing 15-17kn from the N so definitely 
did not want the flood to have started. There were some overfalls between Careg Ddu and 
Braich Y Pwll but nothing too serious and Aslan was round the corner at 0845 in company with 
another yacht that we’d met down in Dale and who was also anchored at Aberdaron when I 
arrived there. It was a murky sort of day but, as we approached the headland off Porth Dinllaen, 
the wind backed to the NW which enabled Aslan to end the trip with another cracking sail up to 
the Caernarfon Bar – soon after entering the channel the wind died to nothing so the last few 
miles were, as so often during the whole trip, completed under motor. Aslan was on her berth on 
the wall in the river by 1400 after a wonderful 4-1/2 weeks away during which time she logged 
605nm – a little too much motoring but I’m not complaining! 

Lessons learned:

1. Avoid lobster pot buoys - a constant threat from soon over the Caernarfon Bar all the way to 
the Scillies and often a number of miles out to sea. I would be very reluctant to sail these 
waters in the dark these days.

2. A single hander is very reliant on a reliable autopilot - now thinking of carrying a 2nd one as 
a spare)
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The full list of RWYC boats that made the wedding trip down to the Scillies, in no particular order is:

Crwydr – Moody 36, crewed by Dave & Bethan
Ocean Hobo – Amel Santorin 46, crewed by Ian & Linda (+ Wally the walrus )
Pyewacket – Moody Eclipse, crewed by Chris & Fi
Okavango – Westerly 33, crewed by Rob & Sue
Blue Note – Hanse 30.1, crewed by Steve & Bev
Rowain – Gemini 1050 catamaran, crewed by Kathie & Ian
Splinters Apprentice – Saltram Saga 36, crewed by Beth & Bone
Christolyn – Bavaria 40, crewed by Dave & Dawn
Aslan – Sadler 29, crewed by me!

Well done everyone – where to next?!!

Bar Update from the Steward
Following the most recent announcement by the First Minister of Wales I thought you’d 
appreciate an update on how the present and proposed rule changes will be implemented in the 
Clubhouse. The changes in Wales have been far more measured and cautious than those 
announced in England, an approach supported by the Committee and heralded as common 
sense by the vast majority of our members.

• The only change brought in with immediate effect is that groups sitting on the Barbican are no 
longer limited to 6 as this is an outdoor area. The size of the Barbican has not changed so 
booking is strongly advised.

• As from the 7/8/21 table service will no longer be mandatory in Wales, so, all being well, the 
shutters will come down and a maximum of 2 people can come up to the bar for service.

• Up until the 7/8/21 the wearing of masks indoors will still be a legal requirement when you are 
not seated, and tables still have a maximum of 6 people from up to 6 different households. 
These rules will be diplomatically but strictly enforced as there are potential implications on 
the License and, more importantly, on our members health and happiness.

• After the 7/8/21 the legal requirement to wear a mask whilst not seated inside the Clubhouse 
will be removed, and the onus put on the venue to decide what is safe based upon a full risk 
assessment. Bearing in mind the ventilation within the club, we feel that it would be safer for 
our members if the current policy continues. We also intend to keep the current socially 
distanced table layout. It appears that the limit of 6 people per table will be relaxed and we will 
do our best to accommodate this within the current seating arrangement when requested.

• Should any members feel a strong desire to exercise their right to share their mucous, 
airborne droplets or aerosols with our staff or other occupants of the bar during this 3rd wave 
of infections they should politely make their feelings known to a member of staff whilst 
wearing a mask, before being shown to their seat to save unnecessary cleaning.

• We will be keeping the booking regime which has been an extremely effective tool in 
controlling and managing both numbers and flow within the Clubhouse, and in ensuring that 
our members are always given priority.
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Meanwhile, risk assessments, plans, contingency plans, guides and checklists still have to be 
prepared and updated on just about every conceivable aspect of running the Club. These are 
kept under constant review.

Our aim throughout has been to ensure that all our Members feel as relaxed, comfortable and 
safe as possible when visiting the Clubhouse. So far, we’ve not had a single case of Covid-19 
traced to the Clubhouse which is all down to you, as members, respecting each other and the 
rules that we have had to follow. Both I, as Steward, and the Committee are sincerely grateful 
for everything you have done and continue to do in this regard.

Opening Hours remain as:

Friday – 19.30 – 23.00

Saturday - 19.30 – 23.00

Sunday – 19.30 – 23.00

Monday – 19.30 – 23.00

Tuesday – 19.30 – 23.00

To maximise table availability we have divided each evening into 2 sessions: 

19.30 – 21.00 and 21.15 – close. 

BOOKING is ESSENTIAL (Members will be able to book either session or BOTH)

To avoid overcrowding, congestion on the stairs, and to ensure that all our members and their 
guests have an equal chance to enjoy the club, we are introducing a booking system. Members 
should e-mail us on rwyc.barbooking@gmail.com to reserve a table. In the absence of any 
member bookings by 5pm on the day the bar will remain closed.

Your e-mail must include:

• the date of your proposed visit, 

• whether you want to book the early or late session or both sessions

• names of those intending to come along (max. 6 people from up to 6 different households)

• A contact telephone number for the group

• Confirmation that nobody in your group have any symptoms of Covid-19 

You may also wish to state a preference for a particular table. The two tables on the Barbican 
will also be available for reservation following the Club’s investment in some all-weather 
parasols. 

You will receive an e-mail response as soon as possible to confirm your booking or offer 
alternatives if we are full.

Seating arrangements

We have 5 tables set up in the main room, all of which are well spaced to ensure that the 2 
metre social distancing rule is observed. These are numbered 1-5 internally with 2 more 
covered tables now available on the Barbican. 
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Table 1 – as you come through the door from the stairs

Table 2 – by the bar

Table 3 – by the window overlooking the Straits

Table 4 – the curved bench 

Table 5 – on the internal wall.

Table 6 – Barbican Left

Table 7 – Barbican right

The tables will be set up for the number requested at the time of booking. 

NB – the Barbican can still get cold! The new parasols do not offer protection from horizontal rain (or 
drifting snow). In the event of a group wishing to transfer inside, we will do our best to accommodate you 
in the main bar area, failing which the Tegarty Bar can be made available. 

Getting in

To control numbers in the Club the door will be kept locked. When you arrive, please press the 
button on the intercom system in the porch. This sounds a bell behind the bar so we know you 
are there. The door can then be released – you should hear a “click” when the door is released 
and you can then enter. I will endeavour to open the door as quickly as possible. 

If for whatever reason you experience problems getting in please give us a ring on the 
Clubhouse telephone number: 01286 672599   

There will be a “sanitising station” on a small table in the entrance to the Tegarty Bar, 
immediately as you come in. Please apply the necessary hand gel before going upstairs where 
you will be welcomed and shown to your seats.

Ordering Drinks

To avoid possible bunching at the bar there will be table service available. For those drinking 
alfresco on the Barbican, if you find yourself getting thirsty, please feel free to attract attention to 
your dilemma either physically or, if you prefer, by phoning through your order. The barstaff have 
been programmed to respond to a variety of requests for service including the use of their 
name, “hello” or “oi you” (Garçon is frowned upon as being inappropriate due to the age of our 
staff). Frantic waving of arms is also acceptable, shouting is, however, not allowed in 
accordance with Covid-19 guidance.

Payment will be made at the end of your session, preferably by card.

Toilets

There will be antibacterial liquid soap and hand sanitiser available in both male and female 
toilets along with paper hand towels if required. There will also be antibacterial wipes available 
for you to wipe down any surfaces you have touched whilst you are in there, including taps, 
sink, loo seat, etc. Please make sure that the blue hand towels and wipes are put in the bin 
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as they quickly lead to blockages of the toilet and unpleasantness for your fellow 
members. 

Only one person may enter the toilets at any one time. For the gents a brightly coloured ball will 
be placed on the approach landing. We would ask that you move this to the middle when 
entering the toilet and to the side when leaving as an indication that the toilets are vacant (and 
an excuse to show off your footballing skills).

Food

The kitchen will be out of bounds for the time being, but takeaways will be allowed as long as 
you take your rubbish with you (there are bins outside the club and on the promenade). I will 
make sure we have a good selection of crisps, nuts etc behind the bar.

Social distancing

At present the 2m social distancing rule still applies. I’m pretty sure that, as responsible adults, I 
don’t have to remind you how seriously some people take this due to medical conditions, 
vulnerabilities or just that, like me, they see rules as rules. Please show due respect to your 
fellow members, and please do not take offence if staff, or other members, offer a reminder.  

Exiting the premises

Unfortunately, every session must come to an end. Please leave your empties on the table and, 
on your way out, use the sanitiser station at the top of the stairs.

All tables and chairs will be cleaned and sanitised at the start and end of each session. All door 
handles, hand rails, etc will be cleaned at the start and end of each shift and at regular intervals 
during the shift with sanitiser.

We are looking forward to seeing you, hearing your stories and generally catching up. We’re 
also hoping to do some catching-up on our social events calendar such as live music, dining, 
cheese and wine tastings, etc. just as soon as regulations allow. Please keep an eye on the 
bulletins for details.  

Finally, this is your Club, and we want it to be a place where you can relax and enjoy yourself as 
much as possible within the current circumstances. I hope that I’ve covered any questions you 
may have had, but if you have any further queries, concerns or suggestions, please feel free to 
e-mail me @ rwyc.barbooking@gmail.com 

Showers 

Following recent changes in Covid regulations and RYA guidance, we are very pleased to 
announce that the showers at the Clubhouse are once again available for use by our members. 
We respectfully ask that any members using the showers complete the tracking record at the 
top of the stair. Please follow the instructions regarding usage and cleaning which are displayed 
adjacent to the showers.

All necessary cleaning kit, including flash mops and fresh pads are kept in each of the showers.

If anyone has any queries regarding use of the showers, please contact our Steward – Graeme, 
or Rear Commodore – Liam.
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And now to continue our alphabetical island journey with the letter ‘F’ … 

Islands of Britain 

Wales
Flat Holm (Ynys Echni)
Has a unique island character, with a sense of wilderness, remoteness and isolation. Less 
than half a mile wide, Flat Holm is designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). It 
includes the most southerly point of Wales. 
The island has a long history of occupation, dating at least from the Bronze Age. In 1835 it 
was the site of the foundation of the ‘Bristol Channel Mission’, which later became the 
‘Mission to Seafarers’. A sanatorium for cholera patients was built in 1896 as the isolation 
hospital for the port of Cardiff. 
Guglielmo Marconi transmitted the first wireless signals over open sea from Flat Holm.

Caernarfon Connection:

Born in Caernarfon Sir William Henry Preece (1834 – 1913) was an electrical engineering 
pioneer in the field of telegraphy. In July 1877, he brought telephones into Britain for a meeting 
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, held in Plymouth.  In March 1882, he 
managed to transmit a signal across the Solent, between Southampton and the Isle of Wight. 
Four years later, he sent a Morse radio signal across Coniston Water, in the Lake District (about 
1 mile).

Preece became Engineer-in-Chief of the British General Post Office in 1892 and developed 
a wireless telegraphy and telephony system which was implemented in England. (A similar 
telephone system was patented in the United States by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876.)

When Marconi developed a more effective system of radio telegraphy, using Hertzian waves, he 
found an ally in Preece, who let him use Post Office facilities for experimentation. 

Preece served as president of the Institution of Civil Engineers between April 1898 and 
November 1899. In 1899 he was created a freeman of Caernarfon and was knighted by Queen 
Victoria. The French appointed him to the Légion d'honneur. 

Preece also developed several improvements in railroad signalling system that increased 
railway safety. After his death, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers lamented that "the 
electrical engineering fraternity of all lands have lost a friend". 

An interesting description by American biographer Paul J. Nahin described him thus: "Preece 
was a powerful government official, enormously ambitious, and in some remarkable ways, an 
utter blockhead.”

He is buried in Llanbeblig Church.
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(Left) Plaque outside Caernarfon Post Office and (Right) Preece at work in his office at the Post Office on 4th December 1892

Post Office engineers inspecting Gugliemo Marconi's radio (wireless telegraphy) equipment during a 
demonstration, Flat Holm Island in the 
Bristol Channel, 13th May 1897. 

Marconi's transmission from 
Lavernock Point in Wales to Flat Holm 
was the world's first over open sea. 

Preece had allowed Marconi to use 
Post Office facilities in London for his 
experiments, and he too had used 
Lavernock for trials. 

He was an observer during Marconi's 
tests here:
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England
In 2015 Graeme and I took trip aboard the ‘Golden Gate’ boat from Seahouses in 
Northumberland to explore some of the Farne Islands. Here’s a few photos we took:

(Right) Lighthouse on Longstone Island:

(Below) Graeme and the Gannet:
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Scotland
Fair Isle 
An island in Shetland, in northern Scotland. It lies about halfway between mainland Shetland and 
Orkney. It is known for its bird observatory and a traditional style of knitting. The island has been 
owned by the National Trust for Scotland since 1954. Fair Isle is the most remote inhabited island 
in the United Kingdom.

Further Information
Flat Holm: https://www.cardiffharbour.com/flatholm/ 
Flat Holm: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat_Holm 
Fair Isle: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_Isle 
William Henry Preece: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Henry_Preece 

If you have any island anecdotes, we’d love to hear them. Next month ... suggestions 
especially welcome for the letter ‘G’. 

Thank you again to all this month’s contributors. 

Please send your, tall tales, short stories, pictures, etc, etc to: rwycbulletin@gmail.com 

Keep safe & well ! 
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